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I»      Introduction 

Industrialization  has been the main sprint:  for M" rao H 

economic development  in those  area*  of the  v/orH wher» 

technologies makinr this  olnr;r;,1ca]   -:"owth  IT^C»S". I^FII)'
1 

wero   supported  by   lar.-e   reserves  of  t itur'> 1   r^'-nircs. 

Yet,  vast  regions  of the  earth  have  n^t   tar-en   :-\*---    'n <*>'' 

vanee, and one  of the reasons  could be the   at sen:? <f  r«^u>- 

ces which traditionally have  sustained conventional   1ï- 

dustries.     In the  modern endeavour to extend  che  itnefts  c'* 

technical  development   oeynnd  established   boundary a major 

problem lies with the adaption of classical technical pro- 

cesses to changing natterns of raw nAtorials     as  wel1  as  un- 

common economical  structures. 

This problem assumes major importance in the case of basic 

industries as, no doubt,  Is the manufacture  of iron and  steel 

products. 

"4HWS* "J"* H-..um ii i.nnny-innrT'nii ingiù ni utrrnip 
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II The problems  of technology 

It  has  been widely accepted, that  the establishment  of an 

iron and  steel  industry is  basic  to the  industrialization 
of a country,  which   intendsto Increase the  income and 
thereby the general  well-being of  its  inhabitants.     Serious 
obstacles, however,   come in the way of tnis  undertake - 
due to the very  considerable capital requirements of  con- 
ventional  steel  plants  operatiti,:  in accordance  with  the 
classical process. 

I 

This operation -  very  reneraliy  sneaking  - provides   l'or tue 
reduction of the   iron  ore  in a blast  furnace  with ti.o  heir 
of  coke  to produce   liquid  iron.     :since  these   furnaces  are 
very larne the  carbonaceous  fuel  has to  withstanu hirh 
pressures  of the  burden anu  abrasion during the  pansue 
through the shaft   of  the furnace:     only   selecteu crade.s of 
coal,  i.e. metallurgical varieties   can  De accepted  for this 
purpose.     The modern methods of buraen preparation usin* 
beneficiation of the   ores have not   reduced substantially tnis 
requirement  for selected ¡;raues of  coal. 

Whilst the condition to use  specific types of  coal  renders 
the conventional  iron  producing process  principally appli- 
cable to thoseemerging countries which have a  ready  and 
sufficiently large  supply of this  commodity, the necessity 
to produce economically and competitively  imposes another 
limitation:    the available market  has to be larpe enough to 
absorb the production of a plant of such size that  it   can be 
considered economically feasible.     Examples of Indian steel- 
plants suggest at  least  1.106 yearly tons  of steel produced 
as  an economical  size.     It  is evident that  what   appears 
practicable for the market volume and conditions in India 

Is not directly applicable to the majority of the industrially 
emerging countries. 

* ì# 

Both reasons - i.e. the technical need to adjust the process 

of iron making to the available raw materials, and the econo- 

"•** >ö*ii,^#*-^fie^Si^ra«-^ii*^&i,!i 
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mie requirement  to match the rate of production with the 
available market  conditions - suggest  strongly an alter- 
native technology which takes into account  the particular 
conditions of many  an industrially less  developed area of 
the world.     Thereby  the requirement of  small   capital and pro- 
duction cost   per unit  of yearly output   at the   contemplated 
production volume  are of overriding importance. 

There seem to   be two ways  to be  Investigated  when planning 
the technological  process  to be applied under  circumstances 
which differ  from those  of the highly  industrialized I.e. 
steel producing countries:     the conventional   process could 
be adjusted  in  size  and  if possible, with respect to the 
conditions defined  by the   ciiaracteristics of  available raw 
materials or else:     new processes or at   least   adaptations  of 
the classical  processes must be conceived. 

A number of  Investigations have  been carried out which, 

generally speaking,   seem to indicate that  scaled down units 
of the blast   furnace such  as the low shaft  furnace, remain 
quite sensitive to tne quality of the  fuel  used.     Although 
their rate of production  is less, and absolute capital require- 
ments are lower, production costs and often also operational 

reliability  are  still problematical.  t 

The same coni lusion holds  for the electric  smelting process: 
conventional  processes use  coal or coke as the reducing agent 
as well as the energy carrier unless this  latter role is 
taken over by  electric energy.    Although demands for the 
fuel used are   less  stringent and smaller units can be built 
the high consumption of electric energy  restrict the appli- 
cation to areas where electric energy can be  produced cheaply 
which in turn depends largely on the generating capacity. 

*     Numbers in brackets refer to the list of  references. 

L 
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There   are,   however,  other processes,   which use a   rraseous 
riducili,'; areni,  which  can be derive!   from natural  ras   or 
naphta.      it   is  this type  of process   which  should   he  cou- 
riered  if  a steel   industry  should  be established   in  areas 
devoid uf   sufficient  sufiUies  of metallurgical coal. 

m Availability of raw material: 

i 

Iron  ore   if   fairly well  distributed   and practically every 
major  region  is   satisfactorily   provided  with workable 
de DO3 its, 

•M.iitit   teohiiclO) icciily  sptakin,   tne   value  of iron ore   de- 
posits   resides  with its   iron  content   and  contaminants   as 
also   Its   reductibility,   lt.,  economic   Importance rests   with 
its   accessibility  and  the  proximity   t<   major centres   of 
production   and  consumption.     This   considérât len  assumes 
primary   Importance  even   for poor  deposits   as  is  the  case  in 
Lnplanu  ana   .'¡ermany,  where  ores  with   only   jO %  iron  content 
are  economically  exploited.     '.whilst   industrialized  coun- 
tries   have   assessed their  reserves   extensively major  new 
discoveries   such as recently made   in   '.'añada,  Venezuela  and 
brazil   are   lively  to become known  in   future in many  still 

emergili.,  countries,    iron ore   is  usually   sufficiently   abun- 
dant   in these  regions to  allow the  establishment   of a 
steel   industry  based on  local  resources. 

As has  been  pointed out  the availability of coking coal  poses 
for many  areas a serious  nroblem.     As an examnle  India  can 
be quoted  which has very  larce  deposits of coal but  only a 
small   percentage,   i.e.   1,5 billion  out  of  bb billion  tons - 
can  be   considered  for metallurgical   use.     Similarly,   Latin 
America as   also  the northern part  of  Africa are deficient 
in suitable  coal  resources.     In these  countries technology 
should  be  adjusted to the raw materials available  as  has  been 
done  for the  steel  industry in Mexico  - although  it  has   cokinr 
coal   -  and  in Venezuela. 

[t< 
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Natural  gas has  come to prominence   rattier later than did pe- 
troleum oil and  In countries  like  USA,  Prance,  Canada and 
Italy  large pipeline  systems transport   it  over great  distances 
to  places of utilization.     It  should also be mentioned that 
natural gas can be transported  in  liquid form at  corres- 
pondingly  low temperatures  in tankers. 

\ 

*!• 

'Hi j  occurence  of  natural   gas   is   clorely   linked  to that   of oil 
since  both raw materials  are  fauna  to.-ether,     (¿as reserves 
as   such  nave  not   been  assessed  ore cicely  although they  were 
inferred from  oil resources  by assuming  ratios  of the  amount 
of  gas  available  for  every   unit   of   Known oil  reserve.     When 
this  ratio  is  hir.h, considerable  rer>.;urces  of relatively 
pure gas  can be  assumed whenever tnere  is an indication of 
the availability of nil.     In  view  of t:»e  possibility to 
transport   fas   over  vast  distances   it   car,,   in most  cases,   be 
assumed  that   an   indigenous  steel   industry   is  feasible 
where oil  in  sufficient  quant ley   ii;  found   in the  geographi- 
cal  region.     In  particular South-   and Middle  America  as 
v;ell as  North  Africa  seem to be  able to  utilize gas reserves 
for this  purpose:     in these  areas  a aeflnite  lack of  coking 
coal coincides  with the availability of  gas as  has been 
shown by  recently published  estimates of world ^as re- 
sources and their distriuution. 

It   Í3,  of course, mandatory to  insure the supply and the 
suitability of all raw materials  required during the 
planning stage  for industrialization. 

IV The HyL-Proceas 

The HyL-process  is an example where a new technology  which 
takes  fully into account  the  special circumstances and possi- 
bilities with respect  to technological  nul economical   factors 
of an  industrially developing country,  has been  evolved 
by  a partnership of entrepreneurs  with nx-ern technical 
know-how,  the  former being represented by thr   members  of 

A. 

wii^n^iiiWiten imi i 
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the Garza Sada family, residing in Monterrey, Mexico (3), 
the latter by the M.W. KeUogg Co. of New York, USA. 

This international technical co-operation constitutes an out. 
standing example for the development of an i nd i g enoua non- 
conventional technology where the industrial project en- 
compassing it has been created by local managerial and 
financial talent with the participation of industrial and 
engineering research experience. 

; - * 
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The development of the steelmaking facility in Monterrey can, 

moreover, be considered as a notable example for industrial 

linkage development: it is closely connected with vast 

chemical enterprises producing textiles and nylon besides 

industrial chemicals, glass and paper mills and beer bre- 

weries. The latter seem to have Initiated the net of pro- 

duction facilities by the desire to become - under the 

pressure of external war time conditions - independent from 

imports of glass for bottles, of the caps to close them, and 

of the paper and cardboardjnaterial needed to transport them. 

Part of this industrial complex is the production of sponge 
iron. 

Since the process itself has previously been described e.g. 

in the 1963 Steel Symposium of the United Nations(4> it need 

be characterized only briefly here: High grade lump ore of 

beneficiated concentrate is exposed in large reactors with a 

capacity of about 100 tons to a hot reducing gas, containing 

essentially hydrogen and carbon monoxide, derived in a steam 

reformer from natural gas. The oxygen is thereby largely, 

up to 90 percent or more, removed from the ore as, inciden- 

tally, is sulfur - the residue being a solid sponge iron. 

This represents a high quality feed for the subsequent steel- 

making process which as in the case at Monterrey - can be 

charged to electric or also to open hearth furnaces.* 

Also other uses are feasible such as in hot blast cupolas 
with subsequent treatment in oxygen converters to achieve 
the necessary chemical changes to produce steel with the 
required analysis. 

«èwr '  -^ 
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Apart from the furnace additions dictated by the formation 
of slag for removal of gangue and other non-ferrous sub- 
stances,  and the requirements of the characteristics of the 
steel produced,  scrap is charged in varying proportions 

together with sponge iron. 

Carrying out the process steps as outlined requires equip- 
ment resembling modern oil refineries and this  lends itself 
to centralized controls of reformer and reactor apparatus 
whereby by virtue of phased operations a maximum of continuity 
is approached by multiplying the essential elements:  thus there 
are four reactors arranged for carrying out the reduction of 

the ore. 

This feature allows to add to initially installed capacity 
once the initial economic hurdles are overcome:    an important 
consideration for an industrially emerging country. 

Some of the requirements of conventional steel producing 
technology maintain their imoortant role also for the 
HyL-process:    The ore has to be reducible under the con- 
ditions prevailing in the reactor and it s size should allow 

sufficient penetration by the reducing gas. Since the 
removal of the gangue occurs in the refining stage, it is 
important that the iron content of the ore be high either 

naturally or be made so by benefication. 

The HyL-process thus represents a possibility to utilize 
widely available or transportable gaseous raw materials for 
carrying out the basic iron making step in the production of 
steel.    The combination with electric melting and refining 
constitutes an alternative solution to the conventional steel 
fabrication technique offering the advantages of flexibility 
combined with lower production levels.    As such it merits 

•     This can be ascertained by tests in or simulating the 
oSidlSîSn. of. the actual reducing reactor. 

-*-•*>-«• -'jUr«?, 
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serioua   considerarlo.-,  from the technical point  of view for 
tne  industrially «merr:JnE countries  when planning their in- 
dust rial  development. 

For che planner of inüuctiuuliaation it is important when 
decidir.«, ,n technology to satisfy himself on two more and 
very decisive criteria,   namely: 

(1) The-  preces*  selected should have  been demonstrated on 

a  commercial   scale  in surroundings which should approach 
as  closely as  possible conditions  prevailing in his own 
country,  and 

(2) The  procer  sr.oula  ce established in a manner which the 
principal financing agencie» are  prepared to endorse. 

Both  conçut ions .say,   m  fact,  that  a process not  yet  or not 

sufficiently  Cried  out   in  lar.e  scale   industrial  and economic 
operation  ¡s net  considered  »bankable».     Loans might  not   be 
granted  for  it nor is the availability  of multi- and mostly 
also  bilateral technical  assistance assured. 

On both count« the HyL-prccess qualifies  since in  its most 
recent   stage of development ranging from a pilot  plant  estab- 
lishment  about  10 years  ago to a 200 ton-a-day full scale 
operation  it  has achieved in an Improved new design of an 
industrial  and economically .sourdplant,  operating since 
1963,  a production of 500 tons of sponge iron per day. 

For the question of actual capital and production costs as 
also details of the process reference may be made to relevant 
sources  (5)  of information. 

V. Continuous casting of steel 

\ 

If tne principal viewpoint  for choosing suitable technologies 
for industria] development  are essentially technical and   ' 
economic  in nature these  criteria must  also be applied to 
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processes downstream of the reduction and refining stages 

i.e.  to the casting and forming process of steel. 

At   least  in the steel casting process more recent  advances 
lend themselves to the particular situation of  developing 
economies offering,  as they do,  economic solutions for 
medium and small output  levels,  combined with reliability, 
flexibility and ease of gradual expansion of production. 

Whatever process is chosen for the manufacture of steelj it 

ha8 to be transferred from the vessel containing the liquid 
«tal to a form where it solidifies in preparation to be n* 
formed to the shape suitable for its final use. In * steel 
plant this intermediate operation is carried out in a melt. 

shoo to which the metal normally travels in a tee-in* aule 
The capacity of which is determined by and normally coincide, 

with,  the output  per heat  of the refining vessel. 

«r  «••**» 1   from the   liquid  state The conventional processing of steel irom i 
The conven further treatment  ib 
4« 4-h« Aipctrlc furnace - to wrum <-"c 

1 le I     Lo »saOle shapes occurs „ '-- ^• 

th. «U.    »-». a«=r reheating In ^J^    ' 

rou.a to *»* zi\:r;:zTJ:^ *» 
•"""VVU"' -e aTunts of heat an* rolli-, 

•tandSrd I „.   a«  t in in »Hins »i«. «- ^ - ,n.rgy ar« necessart ^ ^ anJ even the 

blooms or slabs. 

. of continuous casting (6) represents in c«,arl- 
Th. process of con"n" the not metal ladle after 
.„ an ..sentía! .1 «PUf ° •* °«       furnace> i5 e„,„tlea 
receiving the content  f lnt0 a tun. 
either through a special opening or y ^^ 

al.h which —-;;:;- \   «Li -n^* «- 
..ch capahl. of «-     deilverlng . seml_fl„isheâ 
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and after reheating, can be rolled and processed further. 

Each strand, consequently, is provided with a mold on top 

receiving liquid metal from the tundish.  By intense cooling 

and, usually, by virtue of vertical oscillations   it releases 
at its exlt a PWtUlly  solidified steel bar held and trans- 

it) ported downwards by externally driven rolls at a closely 

Y-t controlled continuous rate of motion. Additional cooling 

occurs further down until complete solidification is assured 

when, normally, the bar is bent into the horizontal direction 

and there, cut into pieces of desired length.  Cross sec- 

tional dimensions vary from below 50 mm (2 inches) to 300 mm 

(12 inches) square but slabs are cast with widths up to 
1650 mm (65 inches). 

The advantage of continuous casting as compared with conventio- 

nal methods of steel casting and shaping can be summarized 
as follows: 

1. Since the pouring into ingot molds, ingot stripping, the 

, reheating in soaking pits and rolling in primary mills 

J are eliminated, corresponding capital and operating costs 

J, are saved, and especially, energy requirements for this 

| equipment are eliminated; mold melting, casting, repair 

| and transport become unnecessary. 

2.  The yield of the semi-finished product from molten 

steel is about 2 %  higher than for conventional casting 

and consequently, the amount of steel produced to ob- 

tain a required product tonnage can be lessened which, 

in turn, diminishes the equipment capacities involved, 

including the iron making capacity. Energy requirements 
are reduced proportionately. 

Electrical energy requirements for continuous casting machines 

are small - much smaller than for the rolling operations they 

replace - and so are the needs for tundish preheat for which 

oil and off-gas can be used. Besides this, only oxygen is 

t 

l  ' 

t 
.-ti 
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used for cutting purposes, and propane to shield the free 

liquid metal surface and the metal Jets. 

In less general terms, the following points can be cited as 

advantages of continuous casting:- 

Yield i.e. the ratio of usable product weight to the 
J-  weight of metal accepted by the casting macnine, is 

high" Values of 96 t  and higher can be achieved. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

q«.n sections can be cast thus eliminating heavy rolling 
operations and equipment. Sections ca.t nay be shaped 
ÎS ïScïïSîdî?« the needs of the rolling process. 

duality of cast material is good requirió, m«^• 

ïïS'î; ïSKKS 
P
Aï%;K

O
Iî ï Sä... SitS ^i. 

îylower levels of admissable working intensity. 

ofattherproecCes8sefïnvolved can be governed closely 
enough. 

Casting machín, operations can be automated. 

Product chara=t«ristl« cover common a, weil as alloyed 
steel qualities. 

Capital costs of casting plants are low. 

-. „T.* low    compared with the respective ex- Operating costs are low, w^1 

penditure for conventional methods. 

.«   ,       „f the continuous casting operation is  determined 
The timing of the continuo Altn0UKh the tendency 
by its own operational requirement.        toh ^ 

for high throughput is ac now e t»* ^^ 
tation since withdrawal speeds depend       P ^ 

rates consistent with product qu<; it -      ^^ 

cr088 sections and vice ve •«     P^ _ com. 
in the throughput of one strand f 
pensated for by arranging se - ^ ^ 

.achine although due to t wlth tw0 

81X strands are —^ -^^ to distribute the 
Udì. outlets « ^thj ^   P        ^ ^ u8ed simultane0us. 
metal, however, two casting ma 
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Due  ,.o the fact  that the metal  in the teeming ladle cannot 
be kent  at  a sufficiently high temperature too long,  the 
".astiru; process   Is   strictly   limited in  time.     Thus an  intri- 

cate   interdependence exists   between the  ladle capacity,   i.e. 
the  output  of the  steel making process  and  .he capability  of 
the  castine machine to absorb and process this given amount 
of  liquid „eel   witnin the  time  allowed,  to  shapes of widely 
varying  section,!   forms and  areas.    Beyond this,  there  is  the 
problem  of matching the operational sequences  in time,  of the 
electric   siting unit  especially, if there  are several  furnaces 
enga, ed   in the melting ana  refinin* of  steel  and co-operating 
with  one  casting machine. 

It  is  this problem of operational  scheduling,  essential  for 
the  industrial   project  planner,   which  is  now taken up. 

n. Characteristics of the «nntmuoua  casting operation 

The production  capability of a  continuous  casting machine de- 
pends  basically  on  factors  residing with  its  design  features. 
It  is,   however,   also determined  by the mode of its oneration 

i.e.   the  frequency  of the operational  cycle or the availability 
of the machine  and,   in addition,   by the  decree of  its  interra-' 
tion  with the operational cycles  of those  processes  governing 
the  supply of the materials   fed  to the  casting machine,   i.e 
the steelmaklng process.    Production rates  of the casting ma- 
chine  are  not  radically influenced,  however,   by operational 
factors   "lownatream" of the nroduct   flow,   i.e.  the rolling 
mill,  although the  latter is  uecidealy affected by the pro- 
duction  cycle the  continuous  casting machine performs,  and  its 
product. 

Production of a given continuous  casting machine depends on 
the time required to get it  ready after the completion of 
one casting process for the beginning of the next.    If f0P 

1 
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cleaning the machine  20 minutes are required, the availability 
would be  75 % for the case that  an essimi .J  3 l-nlt of cantl.ir, 
time of one hour is Just utilised.     In such  -  care,  V   com- 
plete  casting processes could be cp.rr.1et  cut  durinr a three- 
shift  operation covering 2^ hours.    For htrher avaüabimy, 
more  casting cycles  should be completed a?,d vicc-v^rsa,  ani 
thus, the daily production depends, tor a plv-n n*ch<ne and 
casting speed,  critically on the  i»ll?tU!tv  of the  conti- 

nuous casting machine. 

The availability has a limit which dei ends on operational fac- 

tors,   labor force,  number of units, f.t?.   -^ tundir.her. or 
other parts, which have to be prepared  for each heat,  the 
duration of such preparation and of the  pre- heat -in* period, 
etc.     For the actual operational cycle,  a  dose analysis 
of the time required for resettinr the .achine :nust  be made 
which should take  into account the compete ranCe of  auxi- 
liary  services.     It  should be nvted that  the volume of pre- 
paratory  services     is likely to  h~  larger   for a  larger number 

of strands. 

Th. correlation between .„iUblllt, and „reaction rat. 1. 
Iperlnpoeed on th. Interdepend, of c.rt)„B -P«d ^ 
casting rate for a given section, „Mch can be »chic»* .1th 
a given .eta! capacity of the 1.«..    TM. relations* P 1 
ou      ned in TaM. ! offerln* „l.uLteo t,,uFh op.,.t .na, 

,.!«...•      TWO assoyions are »d.  Tor t  e „,,  I    1H     . 

"Hlnet^oltrana .X-,.  < —    ^ ^^ 
nirobers of atra., are ta- £« -^^ ^"r.. 

dete•T b,;h:;:
a:,   "Cm, .P..« <». - *. sp.ctlvely.    *.«  «J» ran* ^ of ^„^ the 

small spread résultée in ouv „..MnIt time. 
production «a» calcuLted for average casting 

f0,.hnicallv  feasible and not A demarcation line between technically 

from manufacturers. 
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recommended solutions, has been drawn in Table 1. 

Table 1 underlines the advantages of a high degree of 
availability as also, again, of high casting speeds since these 
are capable of increasing the production of a given machine, 
even beyond another with a larger number of strands but 
more conventional casting speeds. 

It should be understood that Table 1 is based on low carbon 
steels and a casting time not exceeding one hour which re- 
presents the practical maximum for bottom pouring ladles. 
If, say, for smaller ladle capacities,  lip pour ladles are 
used, the casting time can be extended to about 75 minutes. 
For the very  small size of billets, e.g.  the 50 mm squares, 
lip pouring is to be preferred if a special machine is used. 

It is economically advantageous to use large ladles since the 
number of furnaces are thereby reduced as are initial invest- 
ments in consequence of this. 

To allow a qualitative assessment of average operational 
performance of casting machines maximum ladle sizes for 
twin-strand machines casting square sections of billets 
ranging in sizes up to 300 mm (12 inches)  are plotted in 
Pig. 1 for lip pour and for bottom pour ladles. 
Pig. 2 represents an indication of the possibilities of pro- 
ducing square billets ranging up to 300 mm (12 inches) sec- 
tions from a given ladle size and type - lip pour and 
bottom pour - in casting machines with single, twin or four 
strands.    It  can be seen that for a bottom pour ladle capaci- 
ty of 60 tons no smaller billets than 150 x 150 mm (6 x 6") 
could be cast with a four strand machine or, alternatively, 
300 mm (12")  blooms could be produced with a twin strand 
machine. 

*••• 

Pig. 2 may be used for a first assessment of machine charac 
teristics with a given output target. 

\ 
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Pig. 2 acknowledges the longer casting time for lip pour 
ladles as shown in Fig.   1 in its effect on possible ladle 
capacities, by assuming a maximum casting time of 75 minutes 
as compared to an assumed restriction to 45 minutes for 
bottom pouring ladles.    Furthermore, it is based on casting 
speeds and rates related to hot metal, as shown in Fig. 3 

for a one strand machine. 

With multiple furnace operation there might be a compulsion 
to reduce the duration of casting in order to assure sufficient 
time for servicing the machine before handling the next heat. 

From Fig.  2 and 3, it  can be seen that for small sections 
conventional arrangements severely restrict the ladle sise and 
thus furnace size as well.    In such instances,  it is necessary 

to install more than one casting machine unit and to possibly 

split the heat to keep the number of furnaces as low as 

pos.lbl.« 

ni. «•-Taking «-? "-T""'Prt""" wtg»H«e 

Th. n..d t. do..!» ....» Production optiti., «h.n *.tchlng 

th. .t..l producing and «p.cl.Uy th. H,L-proc... with 
,, t In1   ««ins d.rlv.. fro« th. n.c.lty *» d.t.mln. 

Z -- .nd «~ -- - - - - TZ r-toou. 
irr;:; z ^.r r;:r :-*- rr - 
the timing oi «» individually as well as 

«. a.t.ri.! ««£*•- r« : of r ¿.« .«-»- 
ooll.otlv.ly -.    La,tly th* " ln nln(1 by r.m.mb.rlng 
of «..rglng oountrl« .hould b. k.pt In mina    y 
th. n..d for comparativi, .mail output l.v.W tor 

O.K.. In question. 

.. th.v »r« d.t.rmln.d by f.otor» r»- 
Th. production r.t... « th.» .« d flMl „. 
.idlng .ol.Xy with th. continuo«. c..tln* 

—tr »0rr t"C:- -.— —« 
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perfect  and  continuous  synchronization of  tannine  of  strel 
with the  readiness  of the  casting machine  to  ntart   casting 
could be achieved.   Reality,   however,  would  demand  a   certain 
waiting period   between  th«  time nil reparation,  of the 

machine are  completed and   the moment  casting  can  start.     Thlr, 
time  reduces  the   -.ailablilty  of the rachlv. 

Electric  furnace  operations   require careful   or-ratKml   r-iann 
for meeting the  demands  c   continuous  cast In,-  ; lus   nteelrnakl- 
installations   for casting  small   heats  at   frorj^nt   an:  -,<'M- 
ciently small  intervals.     The  total  tino  require 1   í\ r a  e--- 
píete heat  varie?   widely   say   between thro*  '      ;ax  ;.f..ir,   „M , 

depends on the  charge characteristics,  e.-.   the  ratio  r'  p'^r-. 
to sponge  iron,   and the  cranru-  content   of the   latter.     Thus, 
there  should be more than  one  furnace to reduce the  time  bet- 
ween  casting operations  and,   Generally,  their numbor ton-'/* 
to be higher for  longer  lasting individual  heats. 

fr1 

'   i 

'ft *1 

Ideally, the  number of heats  ner day  for *11   electrical 

furnaces should  be  equal  to the number of  cast in* or-raMcns 
possible during the  same time,   each process  tn«en to  inclr<e 
preparatory  intervals.     The number of possible  castlnr nr~- 
cesses depending on availability can be deduced  from     fade  i 
by simply dividing the daily  production  by  the  ladle  cara- 
city,  see Pig.   i  and 2.     The number of heats  ner day  to  be 

refined is proportional to the  number of  furnaces,  and de- 

creases with increasing tap-to-tap time.     Assuming the  indi- 
vidual metal  capacity of both processes to  be the  same,  the 
necessary number of furnaces  "„f- for the given ladle capa- 
city L (t) and dally production capability  Pcd of the con- 
tinuous casting machine  (Table 1) is: 

cd •  *h 
n» s 

24  L 
(1) 

whereby the tap-to-tap time t, (h) has still to be determined. 

As an example, we assume at  first, an availability of 50 % for 

* * 
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the casting of 100 mm squares from a 100 t   ladlp.    In 

Table  1  the  possible  cast inr machine product i .^n  fl.rn.'""  '•'   rr] 

is  1220 t/d,   with an  assuir.ed tap-to-tar   timo  t    <,'   t;   ',-..:rr>, 

three  furnaces would be required.     In thin  ^a-o ¡.UP i^l*."n 

metal becomes  just  available when the  cant in: 

ready to  receive it.     This   condition •••oui'!  ¡" 

with the highest possible  output wMc'    rcu:i 

only with perfect scheduling and  synchron i ?,.--' 1; r    '   • • ', 

processes:     nf = nf max   ,   i.e. the cast in.-. ;, -•  '  •'' -   M ' 

accomodate more furnaces if the chosen avallai ;¡Uv  Ir   'ir 

rr¡ ; » o i : 1 ne    1 ' 

held. 

In reality, the number of castina processes vor nay n«?cess"- 
ry to obtain the production r-iven in Table 1 for the aval, la- 

bility chosen, 

(?) 

n. cd , 

will differ from the possible number of meltinr heats  ner day 

n». • 24 nf/t (0 

by a margin which should  cover deviations  from exact   operatio- 

nal scheduling.    As a rule, less  furnaces should cocente 

with a casting machine as   is indicated by the abov- nation-* 

Eq.  3:nf < nf max 
As  a  consequence  of ncc t nm, the daily 

resulting production now becomes 

p* 
*cd 

pcd    nf/nf max 
(1) 

The daily production of 1200 t could be achieved,  accor- 

m v,    n     ««  «<«• «trands.     It  is not materially 

¡ass í?S¿ ?T5SSî2 r«î.,gfhi'«îsr 
if the highest casting speed is adopted. 

«i «" " 



s 

i.e.,  800 t in the example for two furnaces. 

The number of casting processes n    changes to c 

n;  = n. *f/n f max 

or,  from the possible number of twelve  to eight,  in the 
example. 

One consequence of the adjustment  of the number of casting- 
processes to the frequency of furnace heats  is  that   H  'Vo- 
ting time" is interspersed between the end of the prepara- 
tory treatment  and servicing of the cast in« machine,   and the 
on-set  of the new casting cycle.     These  Intervals will indi- 
vidually be small;  yet, in the course of the day, they accu- 
mulate  finally to: 

tw * 24 <nc -"¡)/ (h) 

V 

t       i 

*-> 

4   ¡1 

i.e., eight hours    in the example.    This represents a loss 
in production and should as far as is practically possible, 
be avoided. 

On the other hand, it  should be noted that increasing the 
production by utilizing the excess output possibilities 
moves the operation closer to the limit where oerfect timinr 
is required for both the steelmaking and the casting facili- 
ty.    It  is obvious that this approach to the limit  can, fcr 
practical reasons, not be carried too far especially where 
operational experience is still to be gained. 

The excess of casting capacity 

'.. ' \a u - " n-        ) 
f max' (7) 

I'llT'8 \f le" than the maXimUra nuraber of *»»•••" i- 
«»ployed, can be utillMd for any expansion of the melting 
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capacity either by overloading the already existing fur- 
naces,  or by the addition of further furnace units.     In- 
creased waiting time,   i.e. time  in excess  of the absolute- 
ly necessary  preparatory  period  for each casting process 
as it  is determined by availability, can often also be uti- 
lized  for easing the  casting machine preparations.     Thus, 
for a  sufficiently long down-period, the tundish can be 
preheated in the casting  set-up after each casting process 
and,  in this  case,  it  would not  be necessary to exchange 
the used tundish against   one preheated in advance. 

\ 

In the case of a more sophisticated operation, the ratio 
of actual casting time to the duration of the operational 
cycle without waiting time, can be chosen higher,  i.e. 80 % 
instead of 50 % assumed  so far.     This would allow four 
furnaces to be installed to supply the casting machine 
which would produce 1600 tons of liquid metal in 16 heats. 

It is evident that this  extension of production calls for 

high precision in scheduling the operations. 

Customarily, two furnaces cooperate with one casting machine 
but this rule should be accepted with caution since, as the 
relations shown above indicate,  a number of features such as 
tap-to-tap time variations and machine availability, enter 
the consideration.    Besides, the type of production is im- 
portant since for the coverage of an extremely wide range 
of products, more than one machine might  be required.    This 
case would exist if the production program would call for 
small billets, large billets and slabs.     In all probability, 
one casting machine for each category is required, and the 
furnace capacity would, therefore, be determined by the re- 

quirements of each category. 

The integration of casting with steelmaking facilities is 

a multifaceted problem    Technically, ^^^-^^ 
duced by e.g. the casting speed and machine availability,  i.e. 
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facto«, which depend on machine ooeration.  On tue other 

hand, economi., oí" investment and operation should 
the optimum solution from a 

decide 

Pasible   solutions. 
anion,- the  number of technically 

-> 1--.1-  our treatment  of meltln, and  castinr  operation see- 

•Julin,;  nas  been quite  Indepenuent   of  the operational  "ner- 

^alities»  o,   the   processes  involved,   i.e.   the  nature   anu 

entity   of the  cnar(:e to the  furnace  namely   snenre  iron 

and scrap   which,   essentially,   determine  the   tao-to-tan-time 
fnla  can  vary over  a  wide  raru:e  eitht 

of 1 he   spunte  iron   on:>r 
'er  due  to  the   characteristics 

due  to   the   vropurt I 
-ed which  depends on  the ere  us ed, or 

'•     f   ::iiv.r   in  tne   furnace   charre.     The 

furnace   operation   1,   carril out   ,[l:i  the  addition  of  fore!   n 

scrap   ;„,u/,r of  sera,   resulti:. •   ::,,-.   u:,,,rin(.   of  the ;;ietal 

stranus   in  tue  cast i r. — :.v., «rP       „   ....   ..   ,,      „   ... ... .-x-i.-r.c,   ...    . x .   ,  . ;¡tí   roilin -  and 

lir.lshin.:   operations   uownstiv-n   •• f  • --tin- ,.,...„•< "• •    ----tin.-   niacnine.     r.acn 
ci   U.e¿>o   rrccéüoes   is   affilar,, t   •  M aiiiict». J   ...t..   r.c :i-rrc :v»nHe   Pus«-- 
which  .¡c-t«rm]r.e  the   individual   .recess   yields. 

Ï!'1S  lJO::,0lt;X  i3  "r-^-ented in  M,;.   i, :     lf;e  char.-e  to t-e 
electric   furnace  cor,lBl,  of Boonre   lron  (c        ^  Qn   a  yeariv 

asis  since  we aeal   wich  a planning  procedure)   and   scrar     ' 

from foreign sources   u'5f)  to which  return scrap  (C     )   is 

->ded which  ueeomes   available from  other operations"1, 

;.! 'ne  prCCeSS*     rne   eieCtric fu—,  produces   liquid metal 
<V»  «"ion  is transferred to tne  casting machine to be 

turned   into  a  semifinished  cast   product   (.y.     hoth  operatlons 

h-ve losses  accounteu  for  by yield  fibres  (n„,   „   )       The 

cast product   is assumed to  be finish*»*   in «-. ° 
finished   in two  operations each 

accepting  ,-,   portion  of the  total  material   ( \ 
\r  «it-H   «    ,«   4 . material  (eA,ctì)  processing 
it  with   individual  vielri*   (. \   *.     ~*     , 

yieias  (nA,nB)  to final products   (PA,p, ) 
whereby  non-recoverable losses  n     i    \ A    B 

a, nriîM.< , N 
(LA'Lb>   occur»   which are expressed 

aa portions   (^j   of the  M8pectlve  tQtal  losses: 
P 

recoverable  portions   add to the return  flow 0f home  scrap 

from the  casting machine  (S  ,  individual  quantities   (S    a   ) 

wnich together enter the furnace arain   (C    )       nth.       A    B 
Min   K   sr''     other non-recove- 

% 
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rabie  iron losses  occur to the  slag in the  furnace  (Lp) 
during the refining period. 

The model scheme   is  designed  in such a manner that   it  should 
be possible to cover most cases by aUjustinF the variables 
describing the details.    A brief description is given in the 
Appendix of this  report. 

List  of data 

The  following data   (all on a yearly  basis)  define  the system 
at  hand. 

1.     Basic Quantities 

In most projects the amount of sponge   iron entering the 
melt  shop on  a yearly basis is  <-iven  (C    ),  as well as 
the amount  ol'   foreign scrap to be admitted  (Csi>)> 

Charge to Furnaces onon^e  Iron  (C     ); 

Fore if. ;n ocrap   (c3f)» 
Return Home Scrap (csr,)i 

2.     Process Variables 

> *c diverted to 

diverted to 

Yield of Casting Machine 
Portion of Cast  Product M, 

Finishing  Process A 
Portion of Cast  Product Mc 

Finishing  Process D 
Yield of Finishing Process   A 
Yield of Finishing Process  B 
Non-Recoverable  losses of  Finishing Process  A 
Non-Recoverable  losses of  Finishing Process B 

where SA  and Sß denote the amount   of return 
scrap from the respective finishing operations, 

as does  Sc  for the casting process. 

1 - 

J'C 

(cB) 

LA  = XASA 
LB   "  XBSB 
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3.    Assumed Va^f 

Yield of Electric Furnace to Liquid Metal : y 

Batic Calculation 

With an assumed value of yp (which is subject to further 

consideration), the yearly liquid metal output M, is cal- 
culated* first with the help of the quantities listed 
above : 

i i 

'k 

n 

c    • c * sp      wsf 

1 - y^c 
i - y, 

y„ • t.TT 
XA • (i - ,A)  TT1¡ -  * 

With M^ determined, the relation 
C 

r  « y- sp  yp 

sp 

Ml 

(3) 

(9) 

gives the percentage of sponge iron in the total charge, 

with which the earlier choice of yp can now be verified. 

Recourse can also be made to the graphical representation 

Fig. 5, whereby the transition is made from annual material 

quantities of the iron flowsheet to the consideration of 
individual furnace data. 

Furnace Data 

In order to denote practical limits, two different basic 
types of sponge iron are considered: 

See Appendix for derivation. 
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1.      Sponge Iron - Type A 

3.2 t Si02>   0.7 % A1203, 90 * 02 removed,  2 ( C, 

P < 0.100 J, derived from an ore (all Fe exists as 
Fe20-) of roughly 66 %  Pe,  2.5 * Si02, 0,7 % A1203 

for which,  available information suggests the following 

furnace data: 

Table 2 

Percent Sponge 
in Charge 
r.p «> 

0 

25 
50 

75 
100 

Fe-Yield 
Charge to Liquid 

yF 

Metal Tap-to-Tap Time 
th (min) 

95 240 

94 270 

92 300 

89 330 

86 360 

2.      Sponge Iron - Type B 

' 

7 * Si0„ Similarly, the other limit is characterized by:    ,  * -*v2 

2 t A120V 90 % 02 removed, 2 * C, P < 0.10 *, derived 
from an ore with about 62.5 % Ft, 5.2 * Si02, 1.5 * A1203, 

With the following furnace data    : 

llfrlf 3 

Percent Sponge 
in Charge 

(*> •P 

Fe-Yield 
Charge to Liquid Metal 

yp (-) 

95 

Tap-to-Tap Time 
th (min) 

240 

n.«.. »iron refer to low carbon steel and to electric 
fSiSrSiSM-SS ».trie ton Haul. »**«>»£*>' 
„.x.»plifl.ü b, Mont.rr.y Praotlo..    »«*J ln 

AS.* S'«    -chii«Äc'tyP« of »Pon,, iron. 

||^|-f¿.;l1it1^ti^W1>iíWwf.^iiMiirütf»' lU.ii« ilil  i in» ili'lifflli l't^pw«iiii'"n  iin«iiiiiiiiìmiiiti«iuì»*iS&^» 

* "t 

mm 

I 
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cont.  Table  ^ 

Percent Sponge 
in  Charge 

3p    v    ' 

25 
50 

75 
100 

ai. I'lti.m *i 
«IK 
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Fe-Yield 
Charge to  Liquid Metal Ta-t 

'h 

o-Tao Time 
(min) 

90 290 

85 330 

79 360 

73 400 

i 

These data have  been plotted  in the  lower part  of Fig.  5 
(Section  1)  for both types  of st:onge  iron* . 

To the right-hand siae,  Section 2 of Fig.  5 shows  for the 
limiting sponge Types  A and B,  the tap-to-tap time  (t.) 
and the  corresponding number of heats   (n.) possible for one 
furnace on the average- during a 24 hour period. 

/ ! 

>  r 

* Ì   • 
'    I,       Í 

Thus,  with the  value  rgp as  found in the basic calculation and 
the appropriate sponge characteristics,  the number of heats 
(n^)  per  day is  now known. 

Both Sections 1 and 2 of Fi«.  5, together with an assumption 
of the number of furnaces  (nf) provided in the melt shop and 
the number of operating days per year (nd), yield the capacity 
of liquid metal for one furnace per heat. 

•ih n n, n, (10) 
d  •  "f •   "h 

with M1 being known from the basic calculation above. 

Reverting to Fig.  5 and the assumed value of yp on the 

appropriate scale In Section 1 - which might entail a repe- 
tIt Ion of the calculation enumerated so far with a second or 

+      ÏSÏt^SïS^Î^* tyP^Kan a88UmP"on has to be made as to what  value of yp could be expected for a «lven anón»«, 
scrap combination in the furnace charge! 

•{\ï 
if,     r> 

%**«; m 
> 
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third value of yp different   from and oorrected with respect 
to the  first one  assumed - the diagonal  line starting from 
this  final value  of yp is  followed into Section 3 upward to 
a point  vertically  under the  Flh value  calculateu above by 
Eq.   3.     This intersection enables one to read  (on the left- 
hand scale of Section 3) the total iron charge per heat to 

Besides, 

F 

F 

one furnace (Fch)< 

7ch 

lh 

?7 
For the dally material flow of one furnace unit, the values 
F      and F h have to be multiplied by nh;  for the material 
flSw for the melt  shop, they  have to be multiplied by the 
product nh .  nf,   i.e. the total number of heats per day 

(see example in Appendix). 

Matching t*» nastlnp Machine 

With Flh located  in Section  3, the question now arises as to 

the  capabilities of the casting operation. 

Section 4 of Fig. 5 Is designed to answer this question for 
^-pouring ladles in the upper part and for lip PourinC 

ladles in the lower part. 

. „„ .ithar a one, twin or four strand machine. 

T'\n a"" t in o „/l«*..« P°— .««»s t- 
a Til r a »otto, pour; tc . 75 minutes Tor a 
(t     «  15 minute possible and acceptaole 
lip pour ladle)  denotes the larges* v 

ladle capacity (Lx or Lfa). 

,       »<„, it  )  correspondingly entail smaller 
Smaller casting times (t0>  corre p = ^ 

«4.4..      As an example, values ^  "c » ladle capacities.    As an ^ ^^ ^ ^ 

MO minutes, and t, - 50 and respectively, 
bottom pour and lip pour compartments, resp 

«•-i« 
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The assumption, that what the furnaoe holds constitutes also 

the capacity of the ladle (L) furnishes 

lh 

and forms the basis for matching melting and casting.* 

Thus, continuing vertically upward from the Plh or L value, 

the points of intersections with the lines for the casting 

times denote the range of billet sizes which can be pro- 

duced on the machines fitted with varying strand numbers. 

If the results are acceptable, some further check has to be 

made on the availability of a sufficiently extended servic- 
4ng period for the casting machine. To thU end the total 

number of heats per day, namely, nh (from Section 2, top 

scale) has to be multiplied by the number of furnaces (n 

as assumed) to obtain the total time - I tc - occupied by* 

casting within a period of 24 hours: 

(!,') 

I 

i« 

i» * 

», 

1  *c s fcc • nh • nf 

with te taken from Section 4. The average available ser- 
vicing time, t8, is found to be 

1440 -rt 
c 

t,-_  
nh . nf 

Oenerally, this should not be less than about  40 minutes at 
least for the beginning of the operation and until the per- 

i»ÏÏULhu! ïî*n tr&i•ú although this can be tolerated  ror smaller casting machines. 

With the assertion that tg or the corresponding availability 
t°/<tc * V  iS acceptable» tne P*©otM of planning casting 

(n) 

(14) 

ì h - »ti t 4 

Any difference between furnace and ledi« «»».if.. - „ 

»¿HT&K: ¡f/JB" r5»Ä« 'SMS. readings in Section 4 0f Pig. 5 it values L < P 
lh* 
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and melting operations is completed. 

Iron Balance 

In the following the calculations to establish the yearly 

ferrous material flows of meltinp, casting and finishing 

operations, is given. 

1.  Production 

Endproduct PA « 1^ yQyAtA « (I) • yAcA 

Endproduct Pü s H  ycyß (1 « tA) • (I) yB (1 - *A) 

where the symbol 

(I) « Mx . yc. 

2.      Non-Recoverable Iron Losses to Slag in the Furnace 

LP    "    <c.p + Csf * cer>  (1 " yF> 

or 

hf   «   Mx ( yF - l) 

3.      Non-Recoverable Iron Losses of Finishing 

LA    «    XA .  (I)  .  (II) 

Lg    .    xg .   (I)  .  (HI) 

where the symbols 

(ID«    «i 

1 -*A 

1  •  X 

i - y* 
din - (i - tA> rnr: 

•W»»iwwiw» «i. mi i mummim i iiji' nuit'JS^W*. " >** -rnwinjirSS 
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The contribution to the total return scrap (C.J which 
was uspd above,   is çiven by: 

4.       Recoverable Losses of Finishing 

SA  =   (I)  .   (II) 

SB   =   (I)  .   (Ill) 

5'       Hecoverable Losses  of  Continuous   Casting 

sc = ,:L- (i) 

These values allow the  comoletion of the   iron balance   for 
the  system.     An  example  is   riven In the   Appendix of this 
report. 

I 

b X 

I' 

ni1' Technological outlook 

The pressure or economics of the steel nroducln.- rrcc.ss 

imposes especially In areas   where Industrial  deve!or-,ent   Is 
essential   for economic  .:rowth  the need  to economize  In  everv 
possible way.   Apart from the  requirement   of utlu-ln.- inJ1 

«nous raw materials It  lE this „ee, ,-hlct. ex.rts , ,tr0„, 
influence  on technolorles   In  enerrln- countries. 

Consia, lnn the example of sponde Iron nanufacture an. „recess. 
in* to steel  products two ma.lor areas of development  can be 
dlscern.d;     The adjustment of the reduclnr step to a still 
greater variety of basic materials oerhaps with the nein 

of economical gasification processes of  lower ,-rade liquid 
or even solid fuels.    The *„.,. area of potentla! advan e 

IZ7V11TIextenslon or the contlnuou5 "^ — 
ña   v » Un Pr0Ven ln  lndUStrlal »PP»««tl«". operatic 
wh.rL th    Í    I «°"°ml""y  <7) to . s.ml-permanent orocess 
whereby the heat  stored In the meta! Is rtlUw (8) to . 
larger degree as Is the case now   for th.  „h. . 
of th. fl„al product (9). "' f0r the 8hapl"S »a f»»mr 
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Appendix 

A.       Casting 

m 

<• Ai Ladle  capacity L is  r;lven  for a predetermined  cart In, 
tc by 

L    =    A   •   tt   •   c„     •   t sr c /!/ 

Ifc 

for square billets or blooms,  where: 

A    =    Cros3-sectional  irea of  cast   sect lori, 
ß    =    Specific  weicht  of castine material  at 

castinr temperature  +   , 
Castinr  speed e.r.   ar,   -iven  in   Ki^,   i  for 
sauare  oillet3. 
Cast in.- time. 

'sp 

L becomes a maximum for  larrest  possible t     which,  in  Ftp;.   r¡, 
is taken as  Hb minutes   for bottom pour and  7b minutes  for 
lip pour  ladles.     (Consistent  dimensions  to  be  used.) 

•) 

For a machine with i  strands,  the resulting  ladle capacity 
L^ is given by 

L1    «    i  •   L 121 » 

Por a smaller casting time t'c, the resulting allowable 
ladle capacity L' becomes 

L'     «    Lri IV 

which,  for the same product dimensions, allows to determine 
t»c for values L' other than those given for t    in the graph. 

•      It  is often overlooked that g changes appreciably with 
temperature and somewhat with composition. 
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Por constant  ladle capacity, the casting- tine "han, ^ •.•M th 

product size in accordance with the  respective    n-iin?  »-i.t. •->< 

c   (Ac    ) sp 

Their ratio can be taken  from the  respect i .•--> 

Pig.   3. 

B.      Iron Flowsheet 

Applicability of the  system shown in  Fir.   l>  has  he*»p  "tt emp' - 

ed by providing,  apart   from the Intake of  sponc  Iron 

(C    )  and foreign scrap  (C -), a certain  amount  of return 

scrap  (C    )  from operations from the melt ini: r,tar,e on- 

ward,  all constituting the furnace  charge.    With a yield 

(y0)  of the furnace the  liquid metal  capacity  (M  )  and  the 
F •*• 

non-recoverable losses  of slap; (Lp)   are   -iven, the former 

determining the capacity of the casting machine,    with  its 

yield (yc)  the cast metal flow (AQ)   is  fixed and assumed 

to be split  into two  lines;  one  UA  *   Mc)   constituting 

type of finishing operation A producing  FA tons/year w^h  a 

given yield (yft); the  second (tB •  Mc)  constituting another 

operation B producinp Pß tons/year with a given yield  <y.^ . 

While it  is believed possible to return all of the losses 

of the casting process  (Gß)  some portions   (xA •   -'A,  xB   •   -B 

of the losses might prove non-recoverable while by far the 

larger parts  (SA,  Sß)   of the  losse     in operations A and  B 

add to the amount  of return scrap entering the fumare  charge. 

Utilizing the following definitions: 

-1- «¡,p • C,f • Car)  • y,    • M, 

.2.        M1 • yc   »   nc 

«mW« iniiitiniiHii» nmmttm 

1 
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the yearly  liquid -*»t-• i  cap •" '; y   ^»-.„Tf 

M      s   v 

1 - vKy(, 

AT ?X 

y 
i A- • r    Ì : •> <  u . r  î i z ïk 

where the  fraction  renimi  ,vr r^r^er^nt. s   ti'*4 total  ve-trtv 

charge  to  the   furnace,   ne c o "-Jim'  t"  f. he   firr-t   ni"Mi.iH w 

above.      The different   flown   <•>("  r*>».;i»'n  r, C»V>P   nr*: 

• 

.4* 

f 

1    -   -VA 

i - y 
" IL /i        1   •   x 

B 

\   <l-y,.> 

adding up to: 

í4'i C»r ' SA * Sli + ;;c H "] 'vc 

so that  relation -1- above  can now be checked. 

This net   of relation?  cm he  simplified   by  Introduci»!.- ahr-r 

^ 
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C.       Fumale  Datai, 

íu 0.M.r to íat  the í— aata f,• ti* «t „r »1... derived 

ab„ve, the n«->« of n.rnace, <»,) -' *- »->"• o'°»*«"* 
üays per yea- <nd> have to te ..ti-«.a -„.le t... oete• n - 
tlon of the „»ber of heats (%)  o„. f»•-. o« oo«,plete In 
one  day  (a.,..ndlnB on the ore  prcc-.-tl.»  and spon^acrap 
»ti«  1« the «Mr». - Pe-nt   r..)   folio...  fw action  1 ,nd 

2  oí'  FiK.   5. 
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Por one  heat, one furnace has the  liquid metal capacity 

M, 

lh     ndnfnh 

where n..:i, is Che total number of heats per day in the melt 
i h 

shoo. 

ine   charre  is correspondingly 

with  the   composition of  sponge,   foreign and tne different 
types  of  return ücrar.   calculated by dividing the  respective 

annual   figures  uy n .ru.n, . 

D.       Example 

htvertlti."  to the  irort  flow diagram in Fin;.   5,  a numerical 
example   là  wurkea out   for which are  viveri: 

.laili  Annual quantities 

/ll/ 

IUI 

&p 

si 

¿o4,OüO tons sponge iron 

0,000 tons foreign scrap § 

* 

Í 

Ih 
.it r 
U-, 

¡w a l> 1 

;l 

Process Variables 

yc 

1 - 

'B 

0.91* Ylela in Castine: Machine 

0.35 of Cast Metal to Production of A 

0.65 of Cast Metal to Production of b 

0.90 Yield of Finishing Process A (e..% Tube 
Mill) 

0.95 Yield of Finishing Process B 
(e.f%  ¿mall oection ¡lili 

0,10 ¡Jon-Recoverable  Losses of  Finishing Line A 
0.10 Non-Hecoverable  Losses of Finishing Line ¿ 

u 
with an assumed value of yF  r o.8B  for the furnace yield  to 
u3uid metal in the   "urnace. 
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Basic Calculation 

With Eq.   5,  the yearly liquid metal capacity (A.) becomes 

280,000 tons.    For further use,  it  is noted that 

(I) H,   •  yc =    ¿ò'j,500 tons 

(II)   =    O.Û318 

(III)s    0.0686 

Further with Eq.  10, 

sp 

C . 
I.e., 

rsp    =    Û.830 

Furnace Data 

For the Type A sponge  iron chosen, the choice of yp  =  0.88  is 

confirmed in Section 1 of Fig.  b> 

By transition to Section 2 of Fie  b from rsp in Section 1 

the  intersection with «-he appropriate "ore line" there allows 

to  read at  the upner scale the number of heats/day  for one 

furnace,  nh, as  4.25 and also,  the tap-to-tao time,  th, 

at the lower scale - 5 hours and 40 minutes. 

Assuming the number of furnaces  (nf) to be three, the  capa- 

city  of the furnace should then be: 

280,000 M, 
F        s — — = ob.5 tons 
lh      nd  '  nf  *  nh      330 •   3  •   "-25 

d that the melt shop operates 330 days/year if it is assume 

<nd>. 

The total charge per heat would be 

,      a !iÜ =   QÚ --    75.6 tons 
' nh       v_ 0.ÖÖ ch     y 

',, MuM-m 
*F 
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This can be read by following the diagonal line in Section 3 

denoting y„ = 0.88 upward until a vertical line drawn from the 
r 

F,.-scale downward at 66.5 tons is met, and reading the 
in 

ordinate of the point of intersection on the F .-scale. 

I
A
' Casting Operation 

With the ladle capacity for liquid metal given by F,  = bo.'- 

tons, desired to be a maximum, 4" billets could be cast on a 

four strand machine (as shown in Section 4 of Fig. 5), with 

a casting time t  = 75 minutes with a lip pour ladle. For a 

larger product but the same ladle size, the casting time would 

be shorter, i.e. approximately 50 minutes for 6" billets, but 

four strands would still be required. 
• 

; ¡: 

'S 

Following the ordinate further,   it   Is  seen to  intersect  the 
line  for maximum  ladle capacity of a twin-strand machine  for 
billets  about  8"  square,  with the  castina time beint- araln 
75 minutes.     Such a machine  could produce up  to 12"  blooms 
from the given  lip pour ladle. 

Alternatively,  for a bottom pour  ladle, the maximum cast in- 
time  - 45 minutes - as the upper part  of Section 4  shows, 
would allow the production of only much larger sections  on 
a four strand machine,  i.e.   about   7"  square  billets minimum, 
or larger billets with consequently smaller casting time t„. 
If 4" billets are to be produced, more than four strands 
have to be used. 

#)• 

1 This example clearly shows the difficulties involved in cast- 

ing small sections from large furnaces. 

j 1 
1 

I 

The total number of heats per day is n. . nf * 4.25 * 3 - 

12.75. With this the available servicing time for the 

casting machine can be found for the lip pour ladle, which 

would cast for a total of 

1 :• 

Í) 

Á 
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and the bottom nour la 

The serviciar tl;;.e r »r -i.*- cwsi!¡¡. ; t.rí -,\ 

average, lajt 

ment  for a 
for the  bottom pour   í ^ile. 

Tron Balance 

If  satisfied will, the  caatir.,., aspects,   t in- 

flows  can be  calculated. 

Production: 

FA      ' lyCrAsA 

PB  * MlyCyb  U  * £A) 

• 



1 •* 
1 

Non-Recoverable Losses to Slaa; 

LF  . h  <i- -   1) :     2tVj,000(l/0.8tì   -   1) 

Non-Recoverable Losses of Finishing; 

L.   = X.   (I)*(II)   =  O.lü  •   263,500  '   0.0318 'A 

Ly  * Aü   U)«(IID=  0.10 •   263,500  •   0.0886 

•    38,000 Tona 

81»0 Tons 

»      2t3l*0 Tons 

1 
Î — 

Recoverable Loases of Finishing: 

?A * (I) • (II) a 0,000 Tons 

,a = (I) ' (III)« 23,000 Tons 

3C a :ii " ^  "  17»000 Tons 

with a total of 4jtooo tons of return icrap re-entering the 

system. 

M aft' 

'%  

Í 

f) 

V'fi 
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